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2021 Guild School 
Seminars 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
! Seminars are taught by instructors and by students who are Artisan and Fellow members of the Guild and 

who are willing and able to share their expertise. Occasionally, a seminar is given by a person, not an 
Artisan or Fellow member, but who has general information to share in support of advancing miniaturists’ 
knowledge.  

 
! Assignments to seminars will be on a LOTTERY DRAWING basis. Due to geographical, postal, and 

email inconsistencies, we are striving for a more equitable approach as to how assignments are made.  
 
! Seminars that have a fee, require payment and sign-up prior to the lottery. This is non-refundable. 
 
! You may not sign up for seminars after the lottery drawing. However, you may sign-up for seminars in 

Castine, upon arrival, only if there are openings and only if the instructor is prepared to accommodate 
more students. 

 
! You will receive confirmation of your seminar assignment with your registration packet upon arrival. 

Following the lottery drawing, class lists will also be posted at https://igma.org/guild_school/index.html  
 
! When making your selection, be sure to indicate your choices in order of preference...1st, 2nd, 3rd and 

4th for each evening.  
 
! Some instructors teach a different seminar each night. Some repeat the same seminar. Read carefully. 
 
! Please note that some seminars require you to bring SUPPLIES to class as noted in the seminar 

descriptions. These are usually common hand tools and quite minimal. Occasionally, a seminar requires a 
more complex supply list. The class lists posted on the website will include the supplies you need to bring. 

 
Regarding Payment for Seminars: Charging seminars to your Master Card or Visa is the best way to go for 
everyone. It is fast and less confusing. Send credit card approval for payment. Please avoid sending a check; it 
does become more complicated. In the event a seminar is filled, for which you have sent a check, but do not get 
in, the check will be returned to you, or a refund issued in Castine - a bit of unnecessary work for everyone. 
 
Fill out the enclosed Seminar Selection Form and return to me with payment (if 
applicable) by May 21 – in my hands, not postmarked. The lottery drawing will take place 
May 26. After May 26, you can sign up at Guild School, pending available space.  
 

Seminars are scheduled on Sunday and Monday 
evenings, ranging from one hour to three hours in 
length. Seminars may take the form of a lecture, 
question and answer, demonstration, PPT or video 
presentation, and/or a hands-on experience complete 
with project. 
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!  Sunday Evening Seminars  ! 
July 25, 2021 

 
Pete Boorum 

Getting the Most Out of Your Tools 
7:00-9:00 

free..........lecture, Q & A........20 students  
 
This seminar will include tips on setup, operation, accessories and maintenance on the power tools commonly used at Guild 
School. We will focus on table saws, lathes, drill presses, shapers, sanders and flex shafts and other items of interest which can 
be brought up for open discussion. The instructor will give an overview of some of the things he has learned while making 
wood and metal items in miniature and while volunteering in the tool pool and selling machinery and hand tools for many 
years. Some examples of topics are: using an auxiliary fence on a table saw, adjusting a drill press, gaging blade height, 
knowing when your blade is dull, organizing drills, making duplicator templates, bearings and lubrication, guarding against 
rust… and much more!! Students should have a smart phone, tablet or laptop to be able to see the demonstration on Zoom, if 
needed. (NOTE: This seminar is repeated on Monday evening.) 
 

Nell Corkin 
1:144 Victorian Living Room 

7:00-10:00 
$15.......... hands-on experience, project.........limit 15 students 

  
Students will modify, paint and detail cast resin and pre-assembled pieces to create four items of furniture: a sofa, 
armchair, side table and lamp, plus the ultimate Victorian decorative accessory, a potted palm. Different ways of finishing 
the furniture pieces will be demonstrated, and students will have a choice of colors. They will also be able to choose a rug 
to match their furniture. A plastic box for transporting the finished pieces will be provided. Completion during class time 
is likely, but students will be given paints and instructions so that the project can be finished at home, if necessary. 
 

Annelle Ferguson 
Discovering Needlepoint 

7:00-9:30 
$10.........Q & A, hands-on experience, project..........limit 10 students  

 
Spend the evening learning how to do needlepoint. Students will discover the art of applying thread to canvas, which is 
occasionally referred to as “needle painting”. A small charted floral design will be given to each student, to be worked on 
#42 silk gauze using DMC threads. Discussion will include studying the various stitches, color selection, and materials 
needed for other needlework projects used to embellish any miniature room setting. All materials will be furnished. 
Students are asked to bring scissors, lighting and magnification. 
 

Natalia Frank 
Japanese Origami Fabric Kimono in Miniature 

7:00-9:00 
$35..........project..........limit 10 students 

  
This is a fun seminar on how to make a non-wearable Japanese Origami fabric Kimono to display in your miniature 
setting in 1/12th scale. The materials include everything needed to finish one miniature kimono. Please, bring a light and a 
magnifier, if needed. 
 

Monica Graham 
Royal Sussex Garden Trug 

7:00-9:00 
$10..........demonstration, Q & A, project......…limit 10 students 
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English Trugs, also known as trogs, have been a part of history since the Anglo-Saxon times. In the 1820s, Thomas Smith 
of Herstmonceux, Sussex, reinvented the trug into its current form. His lightweight but sturdy slat-bottomed basket with 
handle and legs became a British garden standard after Queen Victoria purchased several as royal gifts at the Great 
Exhibition at the Crystal Palace in 1851. Trugs made in the same style are still hand-made and available today. Students 
will learn to replicate this Royal Sussex Trug using alternative materials, which will be cut, wrapped on forms, and glued 
into final shape. Shaping forms and sufficient materials to complete two trugs (one in dark wood, one light) will be 
provided. Students should bring a clear-drying wood glue, toothpicks, scissors, Xacto knife, tweezers, sanding supplies, a 
small container to hold water, staining pens (if desired) and a fine point marker (to simulate nail heads). This is a fairly 
easy class utilizing basic skills. Students should be able to complete at least one trug in the time allotted. 
 

Bob Hurd 
Joinery Techniques for Wooden Furniture 

7:00-8:30 
$5...........lecture........limit 12 students  

 
This seminar will provide students with the ability to identify and use several types of wood joints for furniture. Types of 
joinery to be discussed include corner joints such as dovetails and finger joints; edge joinery such as tongue-and-groove; 
lap joints; mortise-and-tenon joints and more. Students will receive notes and samples of the joints discussed in the 
seminar for future reference. (NOTE: This seminar is repeated on Monday evening.) 
  

Hillary Lee 
Pinwheels 

7:00-9:00 
$20..........project......…limit 10 students 

 
Remember those fun spinning things you made as a kid with paper, a push pin and a popsicle stick? Well they’re back—
only this time in miniature and a bit more sophisticated. Micro brass tubing and rod form the wand. Micro brass sheet is 
cut and shaped to form the spinner. Sawing, grinding, filing and coiling go into the miniature version of this classic 
ornament. Tweak the set-pin in the notch to allow your whirligig to spin freely. Paint the spinner “petals” to make them 
even more festive. Before cutting the shapes in metal students will get to practice making plastic and paper versions. In 
the allotted time, they can make several for their miniature garden scene. (NOTE: This seminar is repeated on Monday 
evening.) 

Marcia McClain 
Making Pillows 

7:00-9:30 
$10..........hands-on experience, project......…limit 15 students 

  
This seminar will give each student a chance to make one or two pillows. Learn the basics of creating a pillow that looks 
real and feels real. A number of variations of styles and finishing will be shown and most can be used for the student’s 
pillow. Questions and answers will be a normal part of the learning experience. Although supplies will be available, a 
small tipped gluing bottle would be handy as well as sharp fabric scissors. 
 

Jan Patrie  
Makin’ Bacon 

7:00-10:00 
$6..........project......…limit 8 students 

  
Students will make bacon using Fimo and learn a method the instructor devised through trial and error. Some of the 
techniques can be used for making things other than bacon; which the instructor will share, and students are welcome to 
try. Students should complete the bacon, served up on a plate, and with bacon to spare. Students can just bring anything 
they want for their own use: magnifier, light, emotional support animal. 
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Sandy Rubin 
Dinnerplate Dahlias in Porcelain Bottle 

7:00-10:00 
$85..........project......…limit 10 students 

  
Students will create from scratch materials three pale pink dinnerplate dahlias in a celadon green porcelain bottle. They 
will learn how to treat paper for cutting, petal shaping and manipulating the paper shapes to create the petals for the 
dahlias. Students will be provided with all workshop materials, glues, wire, etc., to create the blossoms and a full set of 
written instructions for future reference. The fee covers all materials, instructions, box to transport, and classroom 
supplies. 
 

Sue Veeder 
Ask Questions About Painting and Paints 

7:00-8:00 
free..........Q & A.......…limit 10 students 

  
If you want to learn more about using paints, painting techniques, brush techniques, or just to vent about a painting 
disaster, join this instructor! Just an hour to relax, laugh, and learn. There may even be handouts with different brush 
strokes for future reference! The only supplies needed are a notebook for notes and a pencil/pen. 
 
 
 

!  Monday Evening Seminars  ! 
July 26, 2021 

 
Jeanie Anderson  

How To Blend Your Own Polymer Clay Colors 
7:00-8:00 

free..........demonstration........12 students  
 

In this demonstration, the instructor will share the process she uses to create all of her own custom clay colors. This 
method allows for much experimentation while creating very little waste. Students will learn how to create color recipes 
that eliminate the guesswork when it’s time to make a new batch of a favorite shade. 
 
 

Pete Boorum 
Getting the Most Out of Your Tools 

7:00-9:00 
free..........lecture, Q & A........20 students  

 
This seminar includes tips on setup, operation, accessories and maintenance on the power tools commonly used at Guild School. 
We will focus on table saws, lathes, drill presses, shapers, sanders and flex shafts and other items of interest which can be 
brought up for open discussion. The instructor will give an overview of some of the things he has learned while making wood 
and metal items in miniature and while volunteering in the tool pool and selling machinery and hand tools for many 
years. Some examples of topics are: using an auxiliary fence on a table saw, adjusting a drill press, gaging blade height, 
knowing when your blade is dull, organizing drills, making duplicator templates, bearings and lubrication, guarding against 
rust… and much more!! Students should have a smart phone, tablet or laptop to be able to see the demonstration on Zoom, if 
needed. (NOTE: This seminar is repeated on Sunday evening.) 
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Michele Carter 
Contemporary Lantern Christmas Decoration 

7:00-9:00 
$25..........hands-on experience, project........limit 10 students  

 
In this class, students will create a lovely, 1/12th scale contemporary Lantern Christmas centerpiece/decoration. They will 
build the piece using their choice of a round or square gold "Darice" lantern. The lantern will be glued to a wooden base 
on which students will add the greenery (Lycopodium) and fruits (pre-made from Fimo), leaves, pinecones, and other 
embellishments. The lantern and all materials will be provided. Most students should complete the project in the time 
allowed. However, they will have very clear instructions, including diagrams, so they would be able to finish it at home, if 
necessary. They will also be given a case in which to transport their lantern.  

 
Natalia Frank 

Petit Point for Beginners 
7:00-9:00 

$35..........project..........limit 10 students 
  
This seminar is for those who would like to learn Petit Point in miniature scale. Silk gauze, frames, needles, threads, 
stitches, everything you need to know about Petit Point in miniature scale will be discussed. The stitches will be practiced. 
The kit contains everything you'll need to start Petit Point. Bring additional light, sharp scissors and magnifier (if needed). 
 

Phyllis Hawkes 
Expresso Sign 

7:00-9:00 
$25......... project..........limit 10 students  

 
This is a painted sign in acrylic craft paint. The size is 2 3/4” wide X 1 1/16” high, on a wood panel, horizontal format. It has 
the word “Espresso” in free-hand lettering with a checked border. The background is dark rose. There is a white cup and saucer 
containing coffee and steam coming off the top. Besides basic painting and lettering techniques, students will learn to make a 
nice neat checkered border. Plan for 2 hours, but we can go later if necessary. Each student will receive a step-by step illustrated 
booklet and a 20/0 pointed round brush to use and keep. A light with extension cord and magnification are suggested. 
  

Bob Hurd 
Joinery Techniques for Wooden Furniture 

7:00-8:30 
$5...........lecture........limit 12 students  

 
This seminar will provide students with the ability to identify and use several types of wood joints for furniture. Types of 
joinery to be discussed include corner joints such as dovetails and finger joints; edge joinery such as tongue-and-groove; 
lap joints; mortise-and-tenon joints and more. Students will receive notes and samples of the joints discussed in the 
seminar for future reference. (NOTE: This seminar is repeated on Sunday evening.) 
 

Barbara Kalty 
Making Pinocchio with a Nose That Grows 

7:00-10:00 
$5...........project........limit 20 students  

 
Pinocchio is sitting on a chair (perhaps a “time-out” chair) as his nose grows. Students will paint and assemble pre-cut and 
shaped wood pieces. They should expect to complete the project. The chair is 1” high and Pinocchio’s sitting height is 
5/8”. This mechanical Pinocchio’s nose grows longer as he lies! Students should bring a glue bottle with small tip, 
tweezers, small scissors, and small, pointed paint brush.  
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Hillary Lee 
Pinwheels 

7:00-9:00 
$20..........project......…limit 10 students 

 
Remember those fun spinning things you made as a kid with paper, a push pin and a popsicle stick? Well they’re back—
only this time in miniature and a bit more sophisticated. Micro brass tubing and rod form the wand. Micro brass sheet is 
cut and shaped to form the spinner. Sawing, grinding, filing and coiling go into the miniature version of this classic 
ornament. Tweak the set-pin in the notch to allow your whirligig to spin freely. Paint the spinner “petals” to make them 
even more festive. Before cutting the shapes in metal students will get to practice making plastic and paper versions. In 
the allotted time, they can make several for their miniature garden scene. (NOTE: This seminar is repeated on Sunday 
evening.) 

Pat Richards 
Braided Cords for Trimming Projects 

7:00-8:30 
$5..........hands-on......…limit 10 students 

 
There are many options for trimming your needlework and upholstery projects. A braided cord is only slightly more time 
consuming than a twisted cord and yet it allows for a finer finish and more customization. In this seminar you will learn a 
very simple and portable process for braiding a 4-ply cord. Depending on the size of thread/cord you use, and the number 
and color of strands in each ply, you can make a cord just about any size and/or color imaginable.  
 

Sandy Rubin 
Bird of Paradise and Foliage in a Footed Bowl 

7:00-10:00 
$85..........project......…limit 10 students 

  
Students will create from scratch materials three Birds of Paradise and specialty foliage in a footed bowl. They will learn 
to cut, paint, shape petals and manipulate the paper shapes to create the Bird of Paradise. Students will be provided with 
all workshop materials, glues, wire, etc., to create an arrangement and a full set of written instructions for future reference. 
The fee covers all materials, instructions, box to transport, and classroom supplies. 
 

Fran Sussman 
Flowers in 1/144 

7:00-10:00 
$38.......... project......…limit 12 students 

 
Students will learn how to make a variety of flowers and plants in 1/144. They will fill pots and planters with grasses, 
daffodils, succulents, and other plants. Students will also make a dish garden and a crate of empty pots. In addition to the 
pots and planters, students will receive a variety of flower forms, faux leaves and dirt, wire, real plant material, and 
punched paper. Ink and colored pencils will be used to add detail. Students will have enough pots and materials to make a 
dozen plants (although the seminar will not be long enough to make all of them), and will leave with detailed instructions 
and extra materials, so they can make more plants at home with their own pots. Students will need tweezers, a craft knife 
and cutting mat, and should bring magnification/lighting suitable to working in the very small size of these flowers. 

 
 


